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EQUIPMENT

Keep your laser-diode system
cool, whatever the power
JOHN WALLACE, Senior Editor

Laser diodes work best when cool—
different cooling approaches work best
for different laser powers.
To operate within temperature specifications, virtually any high-power
laser must be actively cooled, whereas many low-power lasers get by with
passive cooling via either some sort
of heat sink or just natural airflow
(picture, for example, a lowly helium-neon laser resting in a lab mount
with no obvious cooling mechanism
in sight). Laser diodes (LDs) are a
special case: their small size means
that even low-power emitters require a well-thought-out cooling
configuration.
All LDs have the active emitting
semiconductor chip mounted on a
heat-conductive mount, usually metal. As a result, all LDs are, at their
core, conductively cooled. For the lowest-power LDs (and many pulsed LDs),
conductive cooling by itself (often, for
small devices, paired with convective
air cooling) is adequate. Step up a bit
in output power and a LD may require
the addition of a thermoelectric cooler
(TEC). For the highest output powers,
such as those produced by diode bars
and arrays for materials processing,
water cooling is necessary.
The type and complexity of cooling
needed for a LD depends crucially on
the application. For example, a telecommunications LD may require an
integrated TEC for stability, whereas
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a low-power LD used only a small sampling of what is availfor beam-interruption able can be presented here.
sensing needs nothing
special. Consequences Thermoelectric cooling
of inadequate laser-diode cooling can As previously mentioned, the lowinclude degradation in beam quality, est-power LDs (a few milliwatts or less)
excessive shift in center wavelength, usually don’t need special thought givand in the worst cases, catastrophic en to cooling unless they are mountfailure of the LD.
ed in a thermally insulated environThe many LD and cooling equip- ment. For laser output power ranges
ment manufacturers existing today, not in the tens and hundreds of milliwatts,
to mention the variety of LD cooling cooling starts to become more importhardware produced by these manufac- ant, especially for lasers that require
turers, lead to the fact that a short ar- good control of beam quality—here,
ticle cannot include more than a tiny thought given to heat-sink design is
portion of the available products. Thus, a benefit. For cooling of small diode
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FIGURE 1. The coefficient of performance (COP) of two laser-diode
thermoelectric cooling modules by AMS Technologies, the TE-500 and TE-650,
was characterized as a function of temperature difference (dT) and cooling capacity
(Qc) using eight heat sources of 15 × 15 mm2 on top of the laser base plate and is
given for an average temperature on the mounting plate.
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sources that emit up to on the order of 10 surface 200 × 190 mm in size and is airW, TECs can provide compact, efficient cooled by fans that push out a volume of
cooling with no moving parts. (A small 700 m3/h. Thermal grease or graphite foils
fan is an option, though.)
provide the thermal interface between the
Thorlabs (Newton, NJ) produces a LD and the cooled mount.
series of TEC LD mounts (LDM21) intended for single-emitter diodes in cans Cooling for high powers
with different pin configurations and For materials processing (“direct dioptical outputs of up to 2 W; these are ode” laser systems, as well as pumping
complete mounts with electronic con- of DPSS and fiber lasers), as well as a
trol and the option of collimation of the few other uses (military-laser pumping,
output beam. A higher-power TEC ver- drilling oil wells, and perhaps somesion (LDM56) handles LD output pow- day propelling laser-sail spacecraft), LDers up to 8 W and is made to attach to a based systems can produce optical outflexure mount if desired. All of the com- put powers well into the multikilowatt
pany’s TEC LD mounts are compatible regime. Such systems demand the ultiwith standard threaded posts, as well mate in cooling capacity.
as threaded optical components such
Lasertel (Tucson, AZ) makes a series of
as collimating optics.
fluid-cooled LD arrays that produce conIn addition to similar lab-style LD tinuous-wave (CW) powers to 2500 W or
mounts, Newport (Irvine, CA) makes quasi-CW powers to 25 kW. The monoTEC mounts (LDM-4983T) for common lithic design of the units allows them to
13-pin, 7-pin, and other butterfly telecom- be cooled with plain filtered water rather
munications LD packages, as well as oth- than the more-expensive deionized waer LD package types that include dual-in- ter (alternative non-water cooling fluids
line (DIL), mini-DIL, and connectorized can be used also). The units, which have
LD package versions. It should be noted hard-soldered construction, can be addthat these TEC mounts are intended to be ed together to create larger modules that
used with a telecommunications LD that emit up to 1 MW of power with integrathas its own internal TEC. Therefore, the ed cooling. Emission wavelengths range
external mount is used for applications re- from 760 to 1700 nm.
quiring high temperature stability or for
Many high-power LD units and systesting laser diodes at a wider temperature tems are cooled using microchannel or mirange than can be accomplished with the cro-impingement coolers, in which water
LD’s internal TEC.
is forced through many very small chanThermoelectric cooling technology is nels in a metal block upon which the LDs
not limited to single-emitter LDs, as high- are mounted. While the traditional chaner-capacity TEC units, such as those pro- nel configuration is end-to-end through
duced by AMS Technologies (Martinsried, the block, Micro Cooling Concepts (MC2;
Germany), can cool
b)
print
LD modules emit- a)
foot
e
d
o
i
D
ting hundreds of
watts of power (see
Fig. 1). The company’s highest-capacity TEC unit (TE650) has a nominal
Outlet
cooling capacity of
Inlet
650 to 830 W. Its
copper heat sink,
which can be drilled FIGURE 2. A microchannel cooler by MC2 has a single U-shaped
to any LD hole pat- water channel per emitter (a); a micro-impingement cooler for high LD
tern, has a mounting powers (b) has manifold microchannel designs.
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Huntington Beach, CA) specializes in the
For high LD powers and water-flow
design and manufacture of alternate con- rates, a closed-loop water circulation sysfigurations (see Fig. 2). One microchan- tem conserves water and thus costs. Such
nel geometry, which works well for cool- systems are often cooled by laser chillers,
ing of single-emitter
LDs, has a flow
path that makes a
180° turn under the
The microchannel
LD. A high-powwater-cooling structure
within the heat sink
er micro-impingement cooler combines impingement
heat transfer with Cooling water
input and
manifold microoutput ports
channel designs—
MC2 says that offthe-shelf coolers
can reach thermal
Single bar on
resistances as low
water-cooled heat sink
2
as 25 K-cm /kW,
Assembled stack of
microchannel water-cooled bars
with experimental
coolers reaching 18
FIGURE 3. Water cooling through a novel microchannel structure
K-cm2/kW.
delivers efficient cooling to high-power diode bars; a modular waterCoherent-DILAS cooling architecture enables stacking of the bars in arrays, where
(Mainz, Germany) the water cooling is in parallel so that all bars are equally cooled.
produces a vari- (Courtesy of Coherent-DILAS)
ety of high-power (to multikilowatt-level) LDs in many which can operate via either TEC or via
forms for laser pumping and other uses. other types of refrigeration, predominantAssociated with these, the company pro- ly vapor compression. Optitemp (Traverse
duces a variety of cooling configurations, City, MI) makes various types of refrigerincluding microchannel. Because con- ation chillers, including portable (rollable)
sistent cooling across units is import- liquid- and air-cooled, rack-mount liquidant for uniform operation of multibar and air-cooled, and large air-cooled reLD stacks, DILAS has developed paral- mote floor-mounted condensers. The relel cooling that is modular in configura- mote units have cooling capacities up to
tion to allow for different-sized stacks 35 kW and operating temperature rang(see Fig. 3).
es up to 90°C.
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Companies mentioned in this article include:
AMS Technologies
Martinsried, Germany
www.amstechnologies.com
Coherent-DILAS
Mainz, Germany
www.dilas.com
Lasertel
Tucson, AZ
www.lasertel.com

Micro Cooling Concepts
Huntington Beach, CA
www.microcoolingconcepts.
com
Newport
Irvine, CA
www.newport.com

Optitemp
Traverse City, MI
www.optitemp.com
Thorlabs
Newton, NJ
www.thorlabs.com
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